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Abstract
Limited dominating broadcasts were proposed as a variant of dominating
broadcasts, where the broadcast function is upper bounded. As a natural
extension of domination, we consider dominating 2-broadcasts along with the
associated parameter, the dominating 2-broadcast number. We prove that
computing the dominating 2-broadcast number is a NP-complete problem,
but can be achieved in linear time for trees. We also give an upper bound
for this parameter, that is tight for graphs as large as desired.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Graphs are a widely used tool to represent and study networks, understood in
a broad sense, from road or electric networks to networks of distribution or social
networks. One of the fundamental problems that has traditionally been studied
in this area is the optimization of resources in a network and the properties of
domination in graphs have played an essential role in the modeling and resolution
of this type of issues, since this concept was originally defined in the late fifties [1]
and named in the early sixties [20].
A dominating set represents the places in the network where a resource must
be placed to which all points of the network must have access and a dominant set of
minimum cardinal is the optimal way to distribute that resource along the network.
It is well known that there are multiple variants of classical domination, which refer
to some particular aspect that one wishes to highlight in a special way. Regarding
broadcast domination introduced in [18, 8], the idea behind this concept is to
model several broadcast stations, with associated transmission powers, that can
broadcast messages to places at distance greater than one. The original definition
does not take into account any limitation of the power of such transmission, that is,
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it assumes that any point of the network can be reached with a transmission from
any origin. This assumption may not be entirely accurate in the case of very large
networks or simply due to the use of limited power transmitters. These restrictions
naturally give rise to the limited version of the dominating broadcast, in which each
transmitter, regardless of where it is placed, has a fixed transmission range. This
idea was already suggested in [7], as a possible extension of the original definition
of dominating broadcast, although it is not studied yet.
We devote this paper to deepening this concept of limited broadcast domi-
nation, in case the transmitting power is limited by 2, pointing out fundamental
differences with the non-limited version. It is known that the computation of the
domination broadcast number if polynomial in general graphs (see [13]), however
the limited version does not share this property but follow the behaviour of other
domination-type parameters, such as the domination number itself: it is an NP-
complete problem in general graphs although it is linear in trees. After proving that
the computation of this parameter is not easy, our main objective is to determine
an upper bound of the minimum number of transmitters, with power limited by 2,
that we need to cover an arbitrary network.
The formal definition of dominating broadcast, taken from [8], is as follows:
For a graph connected G any function f : V (G) → {0, 1, . . . , diam(G)}, where
diam(G) denotes the diameter of G, is called a broadcast on G. A vertex v ∈ V (G)
with f(v) > 0 is a f-dominating vertex and it is said to f-dominate every vertex u
with d(u, v) ≤ f(v). A dominating broadcast on G is a broadcast f such that every
vertex in G is f -dominated and the cost of f is ω(f) =
∑
v∈V (G) f(v). Finally, the
dominating broadcast number, denoted as γ
B
(G), is the minimum cost among all
the dominating broadcasts in G.
A number of issues has been addressed regarding this variation of domination.
For instance the role of the dominating broadcast number into the domination
chain is discussed in [7], and the characterization of graphs where the dominating
broadcast number reaches its natural upper bounds, radius and domination number,
is given in [5, 15, 19]. However, the most interesting feature about dominating
broadcasts is that γ
B
(G) can be computed in polynomial time (see [13]) in any
graph G. This is quite counter-intuitive since computing almost any domination
parameter is in NP.
As the classical domination notion can be viewed as a limited dominating
broadcast with range one, we follow the suggestion posed in [7] as the open problem
of considering the broadcast dominating problem with a limited broadcast power of
two. We formally define the concept of dominating 2-broadcast in Section 2 and we
present some basic properties regarding the associated parameter: the 2-broadcast
dominating number. In Section 3, it is proved that computing the dominating
2-broadcast number is NP-complete in general but can be done in linear time for
trees. Section 4 is devoted to obtain a general upper bound for the dominating
2-broadcast number and the family of trees that attain this bound is characterized.
Finally in Section 5, having in mind that the upper bound in general graphs has
been obtained using spanning trees, we study the behaviour of the parameter in
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graphs with very simple spanning trees, such are graphs having a dominating path.
All graphs considered in this paper are finite, undirected, simple and con-
nected. The open neighborhood of a vertex v is N(v) the set of its neighbors and its
closed neighborhood is N [v] = N(v) ∪ {v}. A leaf is a vertex of degree one and its
unique neighbor is a support vertex. For a pair of vertices u, v the distance d(u, v)
is the length of a shortest path between them. For any graph G, the eccentricity
of a vertex u ∈ V (G) is max{d(u, v) : v ∈ V (G)} and is denoted by eccG(u). The
maximum (resp. minimum) of the eccentricities among all the vertices of G is the
diameter (resp. radius) of G, denoted respectively by diam(G) and rad(G). Two
vertices u and v are antipodal in G if d(u, v) = diam(G). A caterpillar is a tree
such that the set of vertices of degree greater than one induces a path. Given a
tree T , a vertex in u ∈ V (T ) and an edge e ∈ E(T ), the tree T (u, e) is the subtree
containing u, obtained from T by deleting the edge e. For further undefined general
concepts of Graph Theory, see [4].
2. DOMINATING 2-BROADCAST
We begin this section with the formal definition of dominating 2-broadcast,
following the ideas proposed in [7]. To our knowledge, this concept has not pre-
viously been studied, except in [16] where some straightforward properties are
introduced.
Let G be a graph. For any function f : V (G) → {0, 1, 2}, we define the sets
V 0f = {u ∈ V (G) : f(u) = 0} and V +f = {v ∈ V (G) : f(v) ≥ 1}. We say that f
is a dominating 2-broadcast if for every u ∈ V (G) there exists a vertex v ∈ V +f
such that d(u, v) ≤ f(v). In such a case, we say that u hears v. The cost of a
dominating 2-broadcast f is ω(f) =
∑
u∈V (G) f(u) =
∑
v∈V +f f(v). Finally, the
dominating 2-broadcast number of G is
γ
B2
(G) = min{ω(f) : f is a dominating 2-broadcast on G}.
Moreover, a dominating 2-broadcast with cost γ
B2
(G) is called optimal.
It is clear from the definition that any dominating set S in a graph G with
cardinality γ(G) leads to a dominating 2-broadcast f where f(v) = 1 if v ∈ S and
f(u) = 0 for any other vertex. The cost of such 2-broadcast is ω(f) = γ(G). On
the other hand, an optimal dominating 2-broadcast is also a dominating broadcast.
All these relationships can be summarized with the following inequalities:
γ
B
(G) ≤ γ
B2
(G) ≤ γ(G)
In general, parameters γ
B
, γ
B2
and γ are different, as shown in the example of
Figure 1 where γ
B
(G) = 3, γ
B2
(G) = 4 and γ(G) = 5 (circled vertices has non-zero
image in an optimal broadcast-type function, these images are also shown).
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1
(a) γ
B
(G) = 3
2
1 1
(b) γ
B2
(G) = 4
1 1
1 1
1
(c) γ(G) = 5
Figure 1: Parameters γ
B
, γ
B2
and γ are different.
The radius is an upper bound for the dominating broadcast number γB .
Although one might think that the radius plays a similar role in comparison with
γ
B2
, Figure 2 shows that there is no relationship between these two parameters.
2
1 1
(a)rad(G)=3<γ
B2
(G)=4
2 2 2
(b) γ
B2
(G) = 6 < rad(G) = 7
Figure 2: γ
B2
is independent from the radius.
We next present two general properties of parameter γ
B2
that will be useful
in the rest of the paper.
Proposition 1. Let G be a graph.
1. If e is a cut-edge of G and G1, G2 are the connected components of G − e,
then γ
B2
(G) ≤ γ
B2
(G1) + γB2(G2).
2. There exists an optimal dominating 2-broadcast f such that f(u) = 0, for
every leaf u of G.
Proof. 1. Let f1, f2 optimal dominating 2-broadcast on G1 and G2, respectively.
Then, the function f : V (G) → {0, 1, 2} such that f(v) = fi(v) for any v ∈
V (Gi), is a dominating 2-broadcast on G with cost ω(f) =
∑
v∈V +f f(v) =∑
v∈V +f1
f1(v) +
∑
v∈V +f2
f2(v) = γB2(G1) + γB2(G2).
2. Suppose that f is an optimal dominating 2-broadcast on G that assigns a
positive value to r leaves. Assume that f(u) > 0 for a leaf u with support
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vertex v. In such a case, the optimality of f implies that f(v) = 0. Consider
the function g : V (G)→ {0, 1, 2} satisfying g(u) = 0, g(v) = f(u), and g(w) =
f(w) if w 6= u, v. It is clear that g is a dominating 2-broadcast with cost
ω(g) = ω(f), so g is also optimal and has r − 1 leaves with positive value.
Repeating this procedure as many times as necessary, we obtain an optimal
2-broadcast that assigns the value 0 to all leaves.
In [14], the authors obtained the following result that uses spanning trees as
an essential tool to compute the dominating broadcast number of a graph.
Theorem 1. [14] Let G be a graph. Then,
γ
B
(G) = min{γ
B
(T ) : T is a spanning tree of G}.
The proof of this result essentially uses the existence of an efficient optimal
dominating broadcast [7] in every graph, that is, a dominating broadcast f with
minimum cost such that any vertex u in G is f -dominated by exactly one ver-
tex v with f(v) > 0. Nevertheless, there is no similar property for dominating
2-broadcasts in general. For instance, the cycle C7 satisfies γB2(C7) = 3 and how-
ever, it has no efficient optimal dominating 2-broadcast with cost equal to 3 (see
Figure 3). Despite this fact, we can get a result similar to that of Theorem 1, by
means of an specific construction.
2
1
1
1
1
Figure 3: There are exactly two non-isomorphic optimal dominating 2-broadcasts
on the cycle C7.
Theorem 2. Let G be a graph. Then,
γ
B2
(G) = min{γ
B2
(T ) : T is a spanning tree of G}.
Proof. Let T be a spanning tree of G such that γ
B2
(T ) = t = min{γ
B2
(T ) : T is a
spanning tree of G} and let f : V (T ) → {0, 1, 2} be an optimal dominating 2-
broadcast on T . Then, f is also a dominating 2-broadcast on G and thus γ
B2
(G) ≤
t.
Conversely, let g : V (G)→ {0, 1, 2} be an optimal dominating 2-broadcast on
G. Denote by V +g = {v1, . . . , vm}, with the property 2 ≥ g(v1) ≥ g(v2) ≥ · · · ≥
g(vm) ≥ 1. Define L(v1) = {v1} ∪ (N(v1) ∩ V 0g ) and for every i ∈ {2, . . . ,m},
L(vi) =
({vi} ∪ (N(vi) ∩ V 0g )) \⋃
j<i
L(vi).
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Note that
m⋃
i=1
L(vi) consists of all vertices in V
+
g and all their neighbors u such
that g(u) = 0. If v ∈ V 0g \
m⋃
i=1
L(vi), then there exists w ∈ V +g with g(w) = 2 and
d(w, v) = 2. Moreover, there exists u ∈ V 0g such that d(w, u) = d(u, v) = 1, as v is
not a neighbor of any vertex z with g(z) = 1. By construction, vertex u belongs to
exactly one L(vj) with g(vj) = 2. For each v ∈ V 0g \
m⋃
i=1
L(vi), choose the unique
vj satisfying these conditions and include v in L(vj).
After this process, we obtain a partition {L(v1), . . . L(vm)} of V (G) such that
the subgraph induced by L(vi) is connected for every i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}. Let Ti the
tree rooted in vi with vertex set L(vi), obtained by keeping a minimal set of edges
of G ensuring that dTi(vi, x) = dG(vi, x), for every x ∈ L(vi), and deleting the
rest of edges. It is possible to construct a spanning tree of G by adding some
edges of G to the forest T1, T2, . . . Tm in order to get a connected graph T with no
cycles. The property dTi(vi, x) = dG(vi, x) ≤ g(vi) for every x ∈ V (Ti), ensures
that g : V (T ) → {0, 1, 2} is a dominating 2-broadcast on the spanning tree T , so
t ≤ γ
B2
(T ) ≤ ω(g) = γ
B2
(G).
3. COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY
We now focus on the computational point of view of the calculation of the
parameter γ
B2
. The classical dominating set problem is a well-known NP-
complete decision problem [10], in the same way that many others domination
related problems. On the other hand, a polynomial algorithm to compute an op-
timal broadcast domination function of a graph G was quite surprisingly obtained
in [13]. So the question arises with following decision problem, is it polynomial or
does it behave like most domination-type parameters?
dominating 2-broadcast problem
instance: A graph G of order n and an integer k ≥ 2.
question: Does G have a dominating 2-broadcast with cost ≤ k?
We next show that this decision problem is NP-complete for general graphs,
by using a reduction of 3-sat problem. Therefore, it is a similar situation to the
classical dominating number.
Theorem 3. dominating 2-broadcast problem is NP-complete.
Proof. Since verifying that a given function f : V (G) → {0, 1, 2} is a dominating
2-broadcast of G can be done in polynomial time, dominating 2-broadcast
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problem is NP. We will show that it is NP-complete by using a reduction from 3-
sat problem, quite similar than the one needed for the dominating set problem
[12].
Given an instance C of 3-sat, with set of variables U = {u1, . . . , un} and
clauses C = {C1, . . . , Cm}, we construct an instance G(C) of dominating 2-
broadcast problem as follows. For each variable ui, we consider the gadget Gi in
Figure 4. For each clause Cj = {uk, ul, ur}, we create a pair of vertices Cj , Ĉj and
we add edges CjĈj , ukĈj , ulĈj , urĈj (see Figure 5). Therefore, the graph G(C)
has 6n+ 2m vertices and 6n+ 4m edges and it is certainly constructible from the
instance C of 3-sat in polynomial time.
ui u
′
i
Figure 4: Gadget associated to variable ui.
u1 u
′
1 u2 u
′
2 u3 u
′
3 u4 u
′
4 u5 u
′
5
C1 C2 C3 C4
Ĉ1 Ĉ2 Ĉ3 Ĉ4
Figure 5: A dominating 2-broadcast in G(C), with f(v) = 2 for every circled vertex
and f(u) = 0 otherwise.
Next we show that C has a satisfying truth assignment if and only if the graph
G(C) has a dominating 2-broadcast with cost at most 2n. Firstly, suppose that
C has a satisfying truth assignment. Then, the function f : V (G(C)) → {0, 1, 2}
such that f(ui) = 2, f(u
′
i) = 0 if ui is true, f(ui) = 0, f(u
′
i) = 2 if ui is false and
f(x) = 0 if x 6= ui, u′i, is a dominating 2-broadcast with cost ω(f) = 2n.
Conversely, assume that G(C) has a dominating 2-broadcast f with cost
ω(f) ≤ 2n. We must show that C has a satisfying truth assignment. Firstly, note
that the leaves of gadget Gi are not f -dominated by any vertex outside V (Gi), so
either f assigns value 1 to both support vertices in V (Gi) or f(ui) = 2 or f(u
′
i) = 2.
Therefore ω(f) = 2n and, in particular, f(Cj) = 0 for each clause Cj . Then Cj is f -
dominated by a vertex u in a gadget Gi. Clearly, u ∈ {ui, u′i} and f(u) = 2. Finally,
for each variable ui, assign ui the value True if f(ui) = 2, otherwise assign ui the
value False. It is straightforward to see that this is a satisfying truth assignment
for C.
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We finish this section by proving that dominating 2-broadcast problem
can be solved in linear time in the family of trees. Although the linear-time al-
gorithm for trees is not explicitly devised, we prove that the problem is under
the conditions to apply the systematic approach to constructing such algorithms
suggested in [2].
Let (T, r) be a tree rooted in r and let f : V (T ) → {0, 1, 2}. We say that
f is a dominating 2-broadcast function on T except for a subset S of vertices if
any vertex outside S is f -dominated and ∀v ∈ S,@w ∈ V (T ) with f(w) > 0, such
that d(v, w) ≤ f(w) (without loss of generality, we say except for a vertex u when
S consists of only one vertex). This allows us to define the class Γf as the set of
triples (T, r, f) where (T, r) is a rooted tree with root r, and f is a dominating
2-broadcast on T except perhaps for a set S ⊆ V (G).
The approach followed in [2] is heavily based on the fact that any element
in Γf can be obtained recursively by a rule of composition. The composition is
defined to be (T1, r1, f1) ◦ (T2, r2, f2) = (T, r1, f) where V (T ) = V (T1) ∪ V (T2),
E(T ) = E(T1) ∪ E(T2) ∪ {r1r2}, and the function f is defined as follows:
f(v) =
 f1(v) if v ∈ V (T1)f2(v) if v ∈ V (T2)
Now Γf is recursively constructed by using the composition and three prim-
itive elements, namely (K1, v, f0), (K1, v, f1) and (K1, v, f2), where V (K1) = {v}
and fi(v) = i for i ∈ {0, 1, 2}.
We are going to define next a pair (C,×) where the elements of C are called
classes (following the notation given in [2]) with a multiplicative operation (not
necessarily associative nor commutative). Each class captures a certain situation
during the construction of a dominating 2-broadcast, and the product of two classes
produces the class representing the derived situation.
For our purposes, we distinguish eight different classes
C = {C1, C2, C3, C4, C5, C6, C7, C8}.
The triples of Γf are associated to their classes via the application h : Γf → C in
the following way:
• h((T, r, f)) = C1 if f is a dominating 2-broadcast function on T and f(r) = 2.
• h((T, r, f)) = C2 if f is a dominating 2-broadcast function on T and f(r) = 1.
• h((T, r, f)) = C3 if f is a dominating 2-broadcast function on T , f(r) = 0
and f(u) = 0 ∀u ∈ N(r) (in particular this implies that ∃w with f(w) = 2
and d(r, w) = 2).
• h((T, r, f)) = C4 if f is a dominating 2-broadcast function on T , f(r) = 0,
∃w ∈ N(r) with f(w) = 1 and f(u) ≤ 1,∀u ∈ N(r).
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• h((T, r, f)) = C5 if f is a dominating 2-broadcast function on T , f(r) = 0
and ∃w ∈ N(r) with f(w) = 2.
• h((T, r, f)) = C6 if f is dominating 2-broadcast function on T except for
S = {r}.
• h((T, r, f)) = C7 if f is a dominating 2-broadcast function on T except for
S ⊆ N [r], ∅ 6= S 6= {r}.
• h((T, r, f)) = C8 if f is a dominating 2-broadcast function on T except for
S * N [r], S 6= ∅.
The multiplicative table of elements in C is given by:
C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8
C1 C1 C1 C1 C1 C1 C1 C1 C8
C2 C2 C2 C2 C2 C2 C2 C8 C8
C3 C5 C4 C3 C3 C3 C7 C8 C8
C4 C5 C4 C4 C4 C4 C7 C8 C8
C5 C5 C5 C5 C5 C5 C5 C8 C8
C6 C5 C4 C6 C6 C3 C7 C8 C8
C7 C5 C7 C7 C7 C7 C7 C8 C8
C8 C8 C8 C8 C8 C8 C8 C8 C8
Following the notation given in [2], those classes containing a primitive ele-
ment are said to be primitive classes, in our case C1, C2 and C6 and the accepting
classes are those whose elements verify the desired property, or in our problem,
C1, C2, C3, C4 and C5.
Finally, the next result guarantees that h is an homomorphism. The proof is
omitted but straightforward.
Theorem 4. The function h :Γf→C defined above is an homomorphism, that is
h((T1, r, f1) ◦ (T2, r2, f2)) = h((T1, r, f1))× h((T2, r2, f2))
According to Corollary 1 in [2], there exists a linear-time algorithm for com-
puting a minimum dominating f -broadcast for a tree T . Moreover, it is also possible
to construct f in linear time.
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4. GENERAL UPPER BOUND FOR THE DOMINATING
2-BROADCAST NUMBER
Once we have seen that the computation of the limited version of the broad-
cast dominating number is not an easy problem, in this section a general upper
bound on γ
B2
, in terms of the order of the graph, is given. Having in mind The-
orem 2 that allows us to obtain the dominating 2-broadcast number of any graph
as the minimum of the parameter of its spanning trees, we focus on bounding γ
B2
in trees, being also characterized all trees attaining the bound.
First, we prove a technical lemma about the floor and the ceiling functions
that will be used later. Next, we present a family of trees F , that will play an
important role in this section. Concretely, we will obtain that a tight upper bound
of γ
B2
in trees of order n is d4n/9e and that, essentially, only reach this bound the
trees of F .
Lemma 1. Let a, b, c, d be integers. If a/b ≤ c/d, then a+ dc(n− b)/de ≤ dcn/de.
Proof. Any pair of real numbers x and y satisfy bx − yc ≤ dxe − dye. Therefore,
bbc/dc = bcn/d− c(n− b)/dc ≤ dcn/de− dc(n− b)/de, so it is enough to prove that
a ≤ bbc/dc. We know that a is an integer such that a ≤ bc/d < bbc/dc+ 1. Hence,
a ≤ bbc/dc.
x
Figure 6: T9 has 9 vertices and γB2(T9) = 4. Its unique central vertex is x.
Let T9 be the tree shown in Figure 6, with central vertex x. Consider the
family F of trees consisting on m ≥ 1 copies of T9 in addition to m− 1 edges, any
of them joining central vertices of two copies. Every tree in F has 9m vertices.
Proposition 2. let T be a tree with n vertices such that T ∈ F ∪ {P1, P2, P4}.
Then γ
B2
(T ) = d4n/9e.
Proof. It is straightforward to check that paths P1, P2 and P4 satisfies the desired
equality. If T ∈ F , then T has n = 9m vertices for some m ≥ 1. If m = 1, then
T = T9 and the statement is true. Assume that m ≥ 2 and note that T has 4m
support vertices that are an optimal dominating set. So, γ
B2
(T ) ≤ γ(T ) = 4m.
Let f be an optimal dominating 2-broadcast of T . Observe that the leaves
of a copy of T9 are at distance at least two from the central vertex of the copy,
so they do not hear any vertex of another copy. Therefore, f |T9 , the restriction of
f to any copy of T9, is a dominating 2-broadcast of T9 and ω(f |T9) ≥ 4. Finally,
4m ≤ ω(f) = γ
B2
(T ) ≤ d4n/9e = 4m.
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Next, we obtain a general tight upper bound for trees, being also characterized
the family of trees attaining it.
Theorem 5. Let T be a tree with n vertices. Then, γ
B2
(T ) ≤ d4n/9e. Moreover,
γ
B2
(T ) = d4n/9e if and only if T ∈ F ∪ {P1, P2, P4}.
Proof. We proceed by induction on the order n of T . It is straightforward to check
that both statements are true if 1 ≤ |V (T )| ≤ 4. Assume that T is a tree of order
n ≥ 5 and that statements are true for all trees of order less than n.
If T is a path, then γ
B2
(T ) ≤ γ(T ) = dn/3e ≤ d4n/9e. On the other hand,
dn/3e = d4n/9e if and only if n = 1, 2, 4. Therefore, there are no paths with at
least five vertices satisfying γ
B2
(T ) ≤ γ(Pn) = d4n/9e. Now, assume that T is not
a path. Let u, u′ be antipodal vertices in T and let u, u1, . . . , uD−1, u′ be a shortest
path from u to u′, where D = diam(T ).
Let v be the vertex of degree d ≥ 3 closer to u lying on this path. In the
following cases, we define trees T1 and T2 by removing a cutting edge of T , with
orders n1 and n2, respectively. So, by Proposition 1 and inductive hypothesis,
γ
B2
(T ) ≤ γ
B2
(T1) + γB2(T2) ≤ d4n1/9e+ d4n2/9e.
1. v = u1. Consider T1 = T (u, u1u2) and T2 = T (u
′, u1u2) with n1 ≥ 3 and
n2 ≤ n− 3. Applying Lemma 1, we obtain:
(1) γ
B2
(T ) ≤ 1 + d4n2/9e ≤ 1 + d4(n− 3)/9e ≤ d4n/9e
In this case, there is no tree reaching the bound. Suppose, on the contrary,
that γ
B2
(T ) = d4n/9e. Then, every inequality in Equation 1 must be an
equality and γ
B2
(T2) = d4n2/9e. Then, by the inductive hypothesis T2 ∈
F ∪ {P1, P2, P4}. We study each of the possibilities.
If T2 ∈ F then, n2 = 9m for some m ≥ 1 and the terms of Equation 1 become:
1 + d4n2/9e = 1 + d4(9m)/9e = 4m+ 1
d4n/9e ≥ 4(n2 + 3)/9e = d4(9m+ 3)/9e = 4m+ d12/9e = 4m+ 2.
If T2 = P4, then n2 = 4 and 1 + d4n2/9e = 1 + d16/9e = 3, d4n/9e ≥
d4(4 + 3)/9e = 4.
If T2 = P2, then n2 = 2 and 1 + d4n2/9e = 1 + d8/9e = 2, d4n/9e ≥ d4(2 +
3)/9e = 3.
If T2 = P1, then n2 = 1 and 1 + d4n2/9e = 1 + d4/9e = 2. So d4n/9e = 2 and
therefore 4 ≥ n = n1 + 1. This implies that n1 = 3, n = 4 and T is a star,
then γ
B2
(T ) = 1.
In all cases we obtain a contradiction.
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2. v = uk, k ≥ 3. Repeat the same reasoning with T1 = T (u, u2u3) and T2 =
T (u′, u2u3), having n1 = 3 and n2 = n− 3 vertices, respectively. In this case,
there is no tree reaching the bound.
3. v = u2. Consider T1 = T (u, u2u3) and T2 = T (u
′, u2u3).
(a) If n1 ≥ 5, then n2 ≤ n − 5, γB2(T1) = 2 and proceeding as before we
obtain:
(2) γ
B2
(T ) ≤ 2 + d4n2/9e ≤ 2 + d4(n− 5)/9e ≤ d4n/9e
In this case, there is also no tree reaching the bound. Suppose, on the
contrary, that γ
B2
(T ) = d4n/9e. Then, every inequality in Equation 2
must be an equality and γ
B2
(T2) = d4n2/9e. Then, by the inductive
hypothesis, T2 ∈ F ∪ {P1, P2, P4}. If T2 ∈ F , then n2 = 9m for some
m ≥ 1 and
2 + d4n2/9e= 2 + d4(9m)/9e = 4m+ 2
d4n/9e≥ d4(n2 + 5)/9e = d4(9m+ 5)/9e = 4m+ d20/9e = 4m+ 3.
If T2 = Pk, k = 1, 2, then the function f : V (T ) → {0, 1, 2} satisfying
f(u2) = 2 and f(w) = 0 otherwise, is an optimal dominating 2-broadcast
of T and γ
B2
(T ) = 2. On the other hand, n ≥ 6. So, d4n/9e ≥ d24/9e =
3.
In the same way, if T2 = P4, then the function f : V (T ) → {0, 1, 2}
satisfying f(u2) = 2, f(u
′) = 1 and f(x) = 0 otherwise, is an optimal
dominating 2-broadcast of T and γ
B2
(T ) = 3. In this case, n ≥ 9 so
d4n/9e ≥ d36/9e = 4.
In all the previous cases we obtain a contradiction.
(b) If n1 = 4, then there is a unique leaf w hanging from v. Consider
T ′ = T (u, u3u4) and T ′′ = T (u′, u3u4), having n′ ≥ 5 and n′′ ≤ n − 5
vertices, respectively, and the set S = V (T ′)\{u, u1, v, w}. Observe that
every vertex of S are at distance at most 3 from u3. We distinguish the
following cases.
i. S = {u3}. In such a case, n′ = 5, n′′ = n − 5 and the function
f satisfying f(v) = 2 and f(x) = 0 otherwise, is a dominating 2-
broadcast function on T ′. Proceeding as in the previous cases, we
obtain:
(3) γ
B2
(T ) ≤ γ
B2
(T ′) + γ
B2
(T ′′) ≤ 2 + d4(n− 5)/9e ≤ d4n/9e
If γ
B2
(T ) = d4n/9e, then every inequality in Equation 3 must be an
equality and γ
B2
(T ′′) = d4n′′/9e. Hence, by the inductive hypothe-
sis T ′′ ∈ F ∪ {P1, P2, P4}.
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If T ′′ ∈ F , then n′′ = 9m for some m ≥ 1 and
2 + d4n′′/9e= 2 + d4(9m)/9e = 4m+ 2
d4n/9e≥ d4(n′′ + 5)/9e = d4(9m+ 5)/9e = 4m+ 3.
If T ′′ = P1, then the function f : V (T )→ {0, 1, 2} satisfying f(u2) =
2 and f(x) = 0 otherwise, is an optimal dominating 2-broadcast of T
and γ
B2
(T ) = 2. On the other hand, n ≥ 6 so d4n/9e ≥ d24/9e = 3.
If T ′′ = P2, then 2 + d4n′′/9e = 2 + d8/9e = 3 and d4n/9e ≥
d4(5 + 2)/9e = 4.
In the same way, if T ′′ = P4 and u4 is a leaf of T ′′, then the function
f : V (T )→ {0, 1, 2} satisfying f(u2) = 2, f(uD−1) = 1 and f(x) = 0
otherwise, is an optimal dominating 2-broadcast of T and γ
B2
(T ) =
3. In this case, n = 9 and thus d4n/9e = d36/9e = 4. In all the
previous cases we obtain a contradiction, so γ
B2
(T ) < d4n/9e.
However, if T ′′ = P4 and u4 is not a leaf of T ′′, then T = T9 and
therefore T ∈ F .
ii. There is at least one vertex in S at distance 1 from u3, but there
are no vertices at distance 2. In such a case, n′ ≥ 6, n′′ ≤ n − 6
and the function f satisfying f(v) = 2 and f(x) = 0 otherwise, is a
dominating 2-broadcast function on T ′. Hence, we obtain:
(4) γ
B2
(T ) ≤ 2 + d4n′′/9e ≤ 2 + d4(n− 6)/9e ≤ d4n/9e
Suppose that γ
B2
(T ) = d4n/9e. Hence every inequality in Equa-
tion 4 must be an equality and γ
B2
(T ′′) = d4n′′/9e. So, by the
inductive hypothesis T ′′ ∈ F ∪ {P1, P2, P4}.
If T ′′ ∈ F , then n′′ = 9m for some m ≥ 1 and
2 + d4n′′/9e = 2 + d4(9m)/9e = 4m+ 2
d4n/9e ≥ d4(n′′ + 6)/9e = d4(9m+ 6)/9e = 4m+ 3.
If T ′′ = P1, then 2 + d4n′′/9e = 2 + d4/9e = 3 and d4n/9e ≥
d4(6 + 1)/9e = 4.
If T ′′ = P2, then 2 + d4n′′/9e = 2 + d8/9e = 3 and d4n/9e ≥
d4(6 + 2)/9e = 4.
If T ′′ = P4, then 2 + d4n′′/9e = 2 + d16/9e = 4 and d4n/9e ≥
d4(6 + 4)/9e = 5.
In all cases we obtain a contradiction, so γ
B2
(T ) < d4n/9e.
iii. There is at least one vertex in S at distance 2 from u3, but there
are no vertices at distance 3. Thus, n′ ≥ 7, n′′ ≤ n − 7 and the
function satisfying f(u) = 1, f(u3) = 2 and f(x) = 0 otherwise, is
a dominating 2-broadcast on T ′. We obtain:
(5) γ
B2
(T ) ≤ 3 + d4(n− 7)/9e ≤ d4n/9e
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Suppose that γ
B2
(T ) = d4n/9e. Hence, every inequality in Equa-
tion 5 must be an equality and γ
B2
(T ′′) = d4n′′/9e. Thus, by the
inductive hypothesis T ′′ ∈ F ∪ {P1, P2, P4}.
If T ′′ ∈ F , then n′′ = 9m for some m ≥ 1 and
3 + d4n′′/9e = 3 + d4(9m)/9e = 4m+ 3
d4n/9e ≥ d4(n′′ + 7)/9e = d4(9m+ 7)/9e = 4m+ 4.
If H = Pk, k = 1, 2, then the function f : V (T )→ {0, 1, 2} satisfying
f(u1) = 1, f(u3) = 2 and f(x) = 0 otherwise, is an optimal domi-
nating 2-broadcast of T and γ
B2
(T ) = 3. On the other hand, n ≥ 8
so d4n/9e ≥ d32/9e = 4.
In the same way, if T = P4, then the function f : V (T ) → {0, 1, 2}
satisfying f(u1) = 1, f(u3) = 2, f(u
′) = 1 and f(x) = 0 otherwise,
is an optimal dominating 2-broadcast of T and γ
B2
(T ) = 4. In this
case, n ≥ 11 so d4n/9e ≥ d44/9e = 5.
In all cases we obtain a contradiction, so γ
B2
(T ) < d4n/9e.
iv. There is at least one vertex in S at distance 3 from u3. Consider a
vertex t at distance 3 from u3 and let u3, t1, t2, t be the (u3, t)-path
in T ′. Consider the connected component Ct = T ′(t, u3t1) of T1.
We may assume that Ct has exactly 4 vertices, as otherwise we can
proceed as in the preceding cases because t and u′ are antipodal
and we are done. Therefore, it only remains to prove that the result
holds when, for every vertex t of S at distance 3 from u3, Ct has
exactly 4 vertices. In such a case, the tree induced by Ct must be
a path t′, t1, t2, t. Consider the function f defined on V (T ′) such
that f(u3) = 2, f(u) = 1, f(t) = 1, if d(t, u3) = 3, and f(x) = 0
otherwise. On one hand, f is a dominating 2-broadcast on T ′ with
cost r+ 3, where r is the number of vertices in S at distance 3 from
u3. On the other hand, T
′ has at least 4r+5 vertices (see Figure 7).
u3
t1
t2
t
1
2
1
v
w
u
1
r)
Figure 7: T ′ satisfies n ≥ 4r + 5 and γ
B2
(T ′) ≤ 3 + r.
It is straightforward to check that r ≥ 1 implies that r + 3
4r + 5
≤ 4
9
.
Therefore, we have:
(6) γ
B2
(T ) ≤ (r + 3) + d4(n− (4r + 5))/9e ≤ d4n/9e
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Suppose that γ
B2
(T ) = d4n/9e, then every inequality in Equation 6
must be an equality and γ
B2
(T ′′) = d4n′′/9e. By the inductive
hypothesis, T ′′ ∈ F ∪ {P1, P2, P4}.
If T ′′ = Pk, k = 1, 2, then the function f defined on V (T ) such
that f(u3) = 2, f(u) = 1, f(t) = 1, if d(t, u3) = 3, and f(x) = 0
otherwise is a dominating 2-broadcast on T with cost r + 3, thus
γ
B2
(T ) ≤ r+ 3. However, γ
B2
(T ′) + γ
B2
(T ′′) = (r+ 3) + 1 = r+ 4.
Similarly, if T ′′ = P4, then the function f : V (T ) → {0, 1, 2} satis-
fying f(u3) = 2, f(u) = 1, f(t) = 1, if d(t, u3) = 3, f(u
′) = 1 and
f(x) = 0 otherwise, is a dominating 2-broadcast on T with cost r+4,
thus γ
B2
(T ) ≤ r+4. However, γ
B2
(T ′)+γ
B2
(T ′′) = (r+3)+2 = r+5.
In each case we obtain a contradiction, so γ
B2
(T ) < d4n/9e.
Finally, if T ′′ ∈ F , then n′′ = 9m for some m ≥ 1 and
(r + 3) + d4n′′/9e = (r + 3) + d4(9m)/9e = 4m+ (r + 3)
d4n/9e ≥ d4(9m+ (4r + 5))/9e = 4m+ d(16r + 20)/9e
Therefore, 4m + (r + 3) = 4m + d(16r + 20)/9e. Thus, r + 3 =
d(16r+ 20)/9e = d(9r+ 18)/9 + (7r+ 2)/9e = r+ 2 + d(7r+ 2)/9e,
so 1 = d(7r+2)/9e or equivalently r = 1. Note that this means that
T ′ = T9 and u3 is its center. So, in order to prove that T ∈ F we
just need to ensure that u4 is the central vertex of its copy of T9.
Let H9 be the copy of T9 in T
′′ containing u4 and assume on the
contrary that u4 is not the central vertex of H9. If u4 is a leaf,
then we denote by z its support vertex. If u4 is a support vertex,
then let z = u4. Define the function f : V (T ) → {0, 1, 2} in the
following way: f(u3) = 2, f(u) = 1, f(t) = 1 if t ∈ V (T ′) and
d(t, u3) = 3, f(y) = 1 if y is a support vertex of T
′′ other than z,
and f(x) = 0 otherwise. Thus, f is a dominating 2-broadcast of T
with cost 4m−1+4 = 4(m+1)−1 = (4(9m+9)/9)−1 = 4n/9−1.
A contradiction with γ
B2
(T ) = d4n/9e.
As a consequence of Theorem 2 and Theorem 5 we conclude the following
result, that extend the upper bound that we found for trees to any graph.
Corollary 1. Let G be a graph of order n, then
γ
B2
(G) ≤ d4n/9e.
Remark 1. As we pointed out in Section 2, there is a general relationship of among
the dominating 2-broadcast, the dominating broadcast and the classical domination
numbers, summarized the inequality chain
γ
B
(G) ≤ γ
B2
(G) ≤ γ(G).
The upper bound found in Corollary 1 has a similar flavour to both known upper
bounds for the other parameters: γ
B
(G) ≤ dn3 e ([14]) and γ(G) ≤ bn2 c ([20]).
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5. DOMINATING PATHS
In the previous section we have obtained an upper bound for the dominating
2-broadcast number and we have showed that it is tight. However, we have also
seen that the family of trees that reach this limit is very specific, suggesting that
the graphs that have maximum dominating 2-broadcast number are themselves of a
very specific type, since they must have every spanning tree in such a restricted tree
family. This leads us to think that the dominating 2-broadcast number of graphs
with spanning trees of some other particular type, could be limited by a smaller
upper bound. Specifically we look for trees that are simple so that the parameter
is small, but at the same time, have a rich enough structure so that a wide variety
of graphs have them like spanning trees. For this we have chosen caterpillars.
A caterpillar is a tree in which the removal of all leaves yields a path. Graphs
having a caterpillar as a spanning tree are said to have a vertex dominating path,
that is a path P such that every vertex outside P has a neighbor on P . This partic-
ular type of spanning trees could be considered as a generalization of Hamiltonian
paths (see [11, 21]) and graphs having such extremal spanning trees have been
studied. For instance, it is known that sufficient conditions for having a spanning
path are related to large enough minimum degree (see [3, 6]). With these graphs
in mind, we have studied the behavior of the dominating 2-broadcast in caterpillars
and we have found a smaller tight upper bound for these particular trees.
Proposition 3. Let T be a caterpillar of order n ≥ 1. Then, γ
B2
(T ) ≤ d2n/5e.
Proof. We proceed by induction on the order of the caterpillar. By inspection of
all cases, the result is true for caterpillars of order at most 6 (see Figure 8).
1 11 12 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
1 2 3
11
1 1
65
2
4321
T
d2n5 e
n
γB2
Figure 8: All caterpillars T of order n ≤ 6 satisfy γ
B2
(T ) ≤ ⌈2n/5⌉.
Let T be a caterpillar of order n ≥ 7 and assume that the statement is true
for caterpillars of order less than n. If T has a support vertex u with at least two
leaves v1, v2 hanging from it, then the caterpillar T
∗ obtained from T by removing
vertex v1 has order n − 1 < n, it clearly satisfies γB2(T ) = γB2(T ∗) and by the
inductive hypothesis
γ
B2
(T ) = γ
B2
(T ∗) ≤ d2n∗/5e ≤ d2n/5e.
If every support vertex of T has exactly one leaf hanging from it, then the path
u1...ur obtained by removing all leaves from T has order at least 4. Observe that
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there is a leaf hanging from u1 and another leaf hanging from ur. If there is no
leaf hanging from u2, then consider the tree T1 = T (u2, u2u3), which has order 3,
and the tree T2 = T (u3, u2u3). By the inductive hypothesis, Proposition 1 and
Lemma 1, we have:
γ
B2
(T ) ≤ γ
B2
(T1) + γB2(T2) ≤ 1 + d2(n− 3)/5e ≤ d2n/5e.
If there is a leaf hanging from u2, then consider the tree T1 = T (u3, u3u4), which has
order 5 or 6, and the tree T2 = T (u4, u3u4). The function f such that f(u2) = 2
and f(x) = 0, if x 6= u2, is a dominating 2-broadcast on T1. By the inductive
hypothesis, Proposition 1 and Lemma 1, we have:
γ
B2
(T ) ≤ γ
B2
(T1) + γB2(T2) ≤ 2 + d2(n− 5)/5e ≤ d2n/5e.
Having a spanning caterpillar is equivalent to having a dominating path and,
as we have already mentioned, sufficient conditions are known so that a graph
contains a dominant path. Some of them are related to the fact that the minimum
degree of the graph is large enough. As an example, we quote this result from [9].
Theorem 6. [9] For n ≥ 2, every connected n-vertex graph G with δ(G) > n−13 −1
has a dominating path, and the inequality is sharp.
Finally, Proposition 3 and Theorem 2 provide an upper bound of γ
B2
, for
graphs having a spanning path.
Corollary 2. Let G be a graph of order n and having a spanning path. Then,
γ
B2
(G) ≤ d2n/5e.
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